Subdue. The most effective fungicide against Pythium blight and damping-off.

Pythium weather. High temperatures, high humidity and high anxiety. Once Pythium takes root, it can destroy turf within hours.

Unless you take a grass-roots approach to Pythium. With Subdue:

Subdue works both on contact and systemically.

Subdue fights Pythium blight and damping-off—as well as downy mildew (yellow tuft)—in two ways. On contact, Subdue destroys the fungi in the soil. Systemically, Subdue prevents disease from within grass plants. That's because Subdue is water soluble—easily absorbed by roots. So Pythium—and now, downy mildew—don't have a chance.

Subdue also controls costs.

Subdue's systemic action means longer, more effective residual protection. Fewer applications. Lower chemical costs. And savings in maintenance and labor. And Subdue's low application rate—1 to 2 fluid oz. per 1,000 sq. ft. for 10 to 21 days on established turf—makes Subdue the most cost-efficient protection you can buy.

Before Pythium weather strikes, subdue it. Use Subdue in a preventive maintenance control program. And get a good night's sleep.

Ciba-Geigy, Ag Division, Box 18300, Greensboro, NC 27419.

© 1983 Ciba-Geigy Corporation

HOW TO AVOID SLEEPLESS NIGHTS DURING PYTHIUM WEATHER.

SUBDUE
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Good lighting can make or break a landscape. Too often, lighting takes a back seat in the design and construction of landscape projects large and small. Major public projects, commercial landscapes, resorts, golf courses and residential gardens—all need good lighting systems to bring out their ultimate beauty and use.

Lighting serves many purposes, the most obvious being safety and security. It helps the traveler negotiate roads, find buildings, park the car, walk to a destination and approach the entry. Lighting can also show or mask specific vistas to the traveler, change a person's mood, extend the hours of enjoyment of a landscape, dramatize the changing seasons and provide safety.

The effect of lighting on landscapes and on people's emotions can be a powerful tool. To be most effective, it should be an integral part of a landscape—not a last minute addition. Good lighting accomplishes its purpose and becomes part of the total landscape. Poor lighting gives illumination without consideration to psychology or aesthetics.

Good lighting design is a balancing act of various elements: functions, budget, aesthetics, maintenance requirements, and local regulations. The trick is to have good balance of all these elements through careful planning, good sense and the proper equipment.

**Lighting effects**

Outdoor lighting can have an enormous impact on the psychological and physical worlds. It can make people feel invigorated, relaxed, vulnerable, peaceful, secure or closed in. Bright glaring lights can be annoying, startling and even dangerous. Ironically, some low-key lighting systems can give a feeling of greater safety, security and warmth than brighter ones.

The physical world, too, can be affected by various lighting systems. Lighting certainly can attract insects, but that can be balanced by the increased use of a newly-lighted landscape area. Certain color lights make foliage look more beautiful (and sometimes even grow more quickly.) Light can emphasize textures of foliage, water and structures that do not contrast at all during the day. Pools or ponds that are inky pools in the dark become glowing pools of light or a re-

**In the Best Light**

*by Susan Gibson*

Well planned lighting can do much to enhance the overall effects of a particular landscape project. Lighting can be a functional as well as an aesthetic addition to the overall feel and look of a landscape scheme.

Susan Gibson is a freelance writer based in Cleveland.
INTRODUCING THE POWERFUL NEW

SCAG WALKING TEAM
SW-48-18 / SW-61-18

You're looking at an engineering masterpiece — a truly new generation commercial walker. Available in either 48" or 61" cuts, it delivers performance unparalleled until now. From its 18 h.p. electric start engine to its gear drive (including reverse), the new Scag walkers add up to high productivity and low maintenance.

As with the Scag line of riders, ease of maintenance is designed into each unit. From its disc type steering brakes to its outstanding balance, it is a true operator's machine.

These new Scag walkers are the easiest handling, most efficient big walkers in the business — offered at a price you can live with long after the purchase.

See your Scag dealer for a "hands-on" demonstration or call us.

SCAG POWER EQUIPMENT, INC.
W226 N900 Eastmound Drive, Waukesha, WI 53186
Phone (414) 544-4090
reflective backdrop for a dramatic oak tree.

Lamp colors play a major role in setting the landscape mood. For instance, energy and cost-efficient, high pressure sodium bulbs often denote "crime area" in many people's minds. Mercury vapor lamps can make some skin tones seem eerie and unreal, but flatter the greens of foliage. Similarly, pinkish-tinged lights give skin a healthy glow, while making foliage look sick. Yellow "bug" bulbs make people and plants look unnatural.

Design element
Lighting can reinforce the architecture and become the definer of space. "Lighting can be a separate design element," says Ken Bassett, Sasaki Associates. "The best lighting design tends to reinforce the overall structure of things. Even if it is well designed, lighting can detract if it is not integrated with the overall structure. Lighting gives balance, graphic design, furnishings to a landscape."

A project done by Edward Pinckney Associates in Charleston, SC, involved the master plan for the historic College of Charleston area downtown. According to Jim Tiller, the company chose several landscape elements that contributed to the historical theme and provided a continuity of design. Among them were special light fixtures that looked distinctly historical and blended with the period benches and other elements in the design.

Lastly, lighting can be a magician with landscape space. It makes illusions for the eyes. It can extend or shorten distance. It can define or cloud dimensions. It can become the soft glow of moonlight, the drama of a theater spotlight, the magic of glitter. James van Sweden, a Washington, D.C. landscape architect explains, "Lighting extends the whole landscape. It brings the outside in. You can light a landscape so that it looks endless. It does wonderful things for a garden." 

Plant growth
One of the advantages of a nightscape is that it can accentuate the more beautiful growths in a landscape while accommodating seasonal and yearly changes. In a new landscape, for instance, fixtures can be placed to dramatize specific trees, shrubs or flower beds as they mature. A rotating system of lights can highlight spring blooms, summer perennials, bright autumn leaves or the silhouette of a special tree's branches in winter.

"In northern climates," explains Bob Brickman of Theodore Brickman Co., "there's a longer time without leaves. Lights can highlight the shadows of branching trees against the snow. It's a beautiful effect."

Light not only emphasizes plant growth, it also directly affects it. Plants and trees near light sources grow shoots and leaves more quickly; as a result they need more care. An extensive lighting system can fool some annuals and perennials into blooming earlier or later than usual. Lights that extend the day in cooler months can confuse trees or shrubs that need dormant periods. They can keep growing late into the fall, or start blooming and flowering too early in spring. Either way, this can damage the plant and cause irregular behavior.

Light works for you
Each landscape has unique qualities that can be emphasized by light. The first step to designing the right lighting system is to determine the prime functions light will perform in your landscapes. Many projects use light for all four functions:

1 Safety and Orientation
Lighting gives safe guidance through a landscape. It defines path and driveways, steps and inclines, obstacles, planes, walls and pools of water. Safe lighting welcomes people into the night, makes them feel secure in the dark and shows them how to avoid any potential hazards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamp Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incandescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury Vapor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Pressure Sodium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Pressure Sodium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Halide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Initial lumens per watt including ballast losses.

* Does not account for wattage increase over lamp life.


dContinued on page 48

Lights can not only enhance a landscape, they provide safety and orientation features as well.
Simplify your seed buying. Make LESCO your one-stop headquarters for turfgrass seed. You'll get quality, selection, service and value.

Choose from premium blends and mixtures - including CBS and CBS II certified blends - each designed for a wide range of conditions and uses. Or select from more than 50 individual varieties that can be purchased separately or custom blended to your specifications.

Make LESCO your seed headquarters and you'll have your choice of Kentucky bluegrasses including such high-class performers as Midnight, Challenger and Columbia. If your plans call for seeding perennial ryegrass, LESCO offers Manhattan II, Citation, Citation II, Birdie II and other top varieties. For turf-type tall fescues, the LESCO lineup includes Apache, Falcon and Olympic. The list goes on - Shadow chewings fescue, Waldina and Aurora hard fescues, Penncross and Penneagle creeping bentgrasses and more.

LESCO supplied turfgrass managers throughout the country with close to 4 million pounds of seed during 1984 - most of it grown under contract with Pacific Northwest producers. To insure quality and purity, the seed is tested through cooperative university research programs, as well as under the direction of Dr. Bill Meyer at Pure Seed Testing in Hubbard, Oregon.

Make LESCO your seed headquarters and you'll also get service, support and technical know-how from an advisory staff headed by Art Wick and a network of more than 50 sales representatives. Timely shipments from regional warehouses, too.

Whether you are seeding one acre or 1000, a home lawn, a golf course or a sod field, make LESCO your seed headquarters. Quality, selection, service and value will be yours.
You’re responsible for a course worth millions. Sod webworms should be the least of your worries.

What’s it going to be this year? The usual sod webworms, billbugs, chinchbugs and grubs? Or perhaps nasty surprises like armyworms or cutworms? As if this time of year isn’t busy enough without insect problems, that’s when they hit you.

SEVIN® brand SL carbaryl insecticide hits them back. Hard. Without clogged nozzles or tank-mix problems. Without corroding equipment. And without protective gloves or masks.

As a water-based sprayable formulation, SEVIN® brand SL is easy to handle, mix and dispose of. So with the time available for application, you spend more time spraying. Less time re-filling.

Tried, tested, trusted

SEVIN® brand SL carbaryl liquid effectively controls over 25 common turf insects, including sod webworms, white grubs, chinchbugs, billbugs, crickets, even ants, ticks and fleas.

SEVIN® brand carbaryl kills insects on contact as well as by ingestion. So you get extended residual action whether pests are feeding or not. And SEVIN® brand carbaryl gives you the peace of mind that comes from knowing it’s used for insect control on pets, poultry and even some game birds.

So it’s ideal for insect control in golf courses, parks, and other recreational turf areas used by people.

In fact, you can put greens, fairways and other golf course areas treated with SEVIN® brand SL back into play as soon as the spray is dry. You keep more turf area in use. And to the people who play your course, that’s important.

Dependable SEVIN® brand

SEVIN® brand carbaryl is biodegradable in the environment. And there’s no harsh odor to annoy players.

SEVIN® brand carbaryl insecticide is registered not just for turf but also trees, shrubs, and flowers. So you don’t need to keep track of a large inventory of different insecticides.

Ask your turf chemicals supplier about SEVIN® brand SL carbaryl insecticide. It can help put your pest problems into perspective.

From the turf care group at Union Carbide
Well lighting is less conspicuous while at the same time providing utility and compactness.

2 Security
Protective lighting makes people feel safe—not threatened. Security lighting systems illuminate walkways, open areas such as parking lots, buildings, entries, and other areas. Glaring, harsh lights often do more to make people feel insecure than secure. Protective lighting should give evenly distributed light and leave no shadows. "People actually get a greater sense of security where softer lighting illuminates plants and the edges of space," advises Bassett.

3 Environment Integration
This effect is achieved through effective area lighting. It can also enhance security and safety/orientation and gives a unity to a landscape area by defining space and giving a background to it. It is best achieved through a combination of techniques that help set the tone of a landscape and still allow room to highlight dramatic elements.

4 Dramatics
The ordinary by day can be the star at night through the use of lighting for dramatic effect. Subtle lighting techniques catch the eye and focus it on a beautiful feature such as a reflective pool, branching structures, contrasting textures. Use dramatic techniques to highlight sparkling water, striking sculpture, special plants.

A balancing act
Before you get specific on lighting system design, consider first the special requirements that each landscape has. Cost, obviously, has primary influence on the choice of a system. Good lighting is not cheap, but the costs can be absorbed by the amount of use it opens up in an otherwise unused nightscape. If the landscape will get plenty of use, don't skimp on lighting design and materials. The budget may determine how much of a landscape is illuminated, what kind of bulbs and fixtures can be used, and how the overall design will work.

According to Ken Bassett, the main considerations in lighting system design are "cost of equipment, energy consumption, maintenance, possible vandalism costs, local regulations, the relationship of hardware to the overall design and its aesthetic appeal."

The design is made up of those elements that the designer "feels more strongly about, within the parameters of budget and maintenance costs," he adds.

And remember, too, the cost avoidance aspects of good lighting. It can help prevent vandalism, break-ins, and other crimes; vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-pedestrian accidents, as well as the slipping-tripping accidents which can sometimes result in a lawsuit.

Creativity can help you get the effects you want within these parameters. Judicial use of energy-efficient lighting, cost-saving fixtures, use of natural elements, and experimentation can make the difference in achieving the perfect nightscape. "We try to use existing structures or trees for our fixtures; this saves the cost of installing large poles or posts," says Lee Behnke, Wm. Behnke & Associates.

Jim Tiller explains, "We design a lot of our own light fixtures to achieve the effects we want—for aesthetic and functional reasons."

Costs
Maintenance costs can be a key element in lighting decisions. Exotic effects such as moonlighting, twinkle lights and multiple path lights all add beauty, but are often time-consuming and costly to maintain. Subtle lights are often inefficient, requiring frequent bulb changes. Some fixtures need more cleaning than others to assure proper light and bulb efficiency. Certain bulbs lose efficiency after a period of time and must be replaced long before they burn out for maximum energy savings.

Vandals are often attracted to the more creative uses of light. Bulbs, fixtures and even electrical controls are continued on page 50
Get to the root of your thatch problem

5 Gang Hydraulic Lift Verti-cut

Have? A thatch problem
Want? Improved aeration, water, fertilizer and chemical penetration
Like? Better results in overseeding, prevention of thatch build-up and disease control
If yes... Do it with a Brouwer Verti-cut

Outstanding Features:
- Easy to transport and store
- Economical to buy and maintain
- Simple design using standard parts
- Quick setting for depth of cut
- Low horsepower requirement - 35 H.P.
- Width of cut 138" (350.5 cm)
- Blade spacing can be easily changed

BROUWER TURF EQUIPMENT LIMITED
7320 Haggerty Rd./Canton, MI. 48187 Telephone (313) 459-3700
Woodbine Avenue/Keswick, Ontario, Canada L4P 3E9 Telex 06524161 Telephone: (416) 476-4311
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vulnerable to vandalism. Consider this in the context of your landscape’s location, security and maintenance budget.

Local regulations can have a powerful voice in the choice of lighting systems. Many areas have strict policies about types of bulbs and fixtures, installation and wiring procedures, placement of materials, light invasion to neighboring properties and safe brightness levels. These rules apply specifically to streets and drives, signs, parking lots, pedestrian areas, pools and other areas. Planned communities and resorts, reports Jim Tiller, “often have more types of controls and restraints on lighting systems.”

Lighting up
Study nightscapes in your area to become familiar with the many types of lamps and their effects on the landscapes and the people in them. Every type of lamp has certain advantages and drawbacks. Some of the main lamp types and their characteristics include:

1. Incandescent—These and quartz incandescent lamps are frequently used in spot and floodlights. They give a warm, “white” light that can look very natural on people and plants. They are not very long-lived or energy-efficient.

2. Fluorescent—These tubes can also give a whistful type of light. They have limited outdoor uses, but perform well for lighting signs and walls. They are much more long-lived and energy-efficient than incandescent lamps.

3. Mercury Vapor—Use clear “blue” mercury vapor lamps to bring out the green foliage of landscapes. These lamps are not highly energy efficient, but they do give long life. Sometimes they also give the wrong aesthetic effect.

4. High Sodium—Widely used for large area lighting, these golden white tone lamps give great efficiency, brightness and long life, but may not be suitable in the “natural” looking landscape.

5. Low Pressure Sodium—These are the most efficient of all lamps, but all colors they illuminate appear as shades of gray. They are useful only for security purposes or for safety/or orientation.

6. Metal Halide—Also very efficient and long-lived, these lamps can cast a greenish hue and bright light over large areas which may be too much for the “quiet” landscape. “Color-improved” versions are now available.

Nightscapes
Great nightscapes depend on a healthy balance of aesthetics, function and budget. According to Jim Tiller, “Great lighting is an exacting kind of science. The effort for good lighting is a time-consuming process, especially where pedestrian areas are involved.”

Water, foliage and surfaces have different reflective levels—shiny leaves reflect more; sparse foliage reflects less. Light locations and brightness levels must incorporate these elements in the design.

Depending on the landscape, different amounts of brightness will be required.

Brightness is measured in footcandles (FC), and varies from dim (natural moonlight equals .1 FC) to bright (office lighting equals 70-150 FC). Generally, dim lighting measures up to .5 FC. Medium-bright includes lighting between .5 FC and 8 FC. Bright includes everything over 8 FC. For aesthetic and practical purposes, landscape lighting need not be excessively bright to do the job.

Most designers use a system of plans and charts that let them place prospective lights determined on the amount of footcandles. By plotting isobars, you get a picture of light sweep and overlap in areas—this helps maintain even levels of brightness and avoid large areas of shadow.

Manufacturers often provide materials that help you figure the amount of light and proper placement for landscape areas. Don’t forget to include the effects of light trespass from inside buildings from neighboring properties, and from nearby streets and drives. This may increase brightness levels in the landscape.

Avoid glare at all costs. Glare not only ruins subtle effects; it also is dangerous when it shines in people’s eyes. To avoid glare, hide the light sources out of direct view and use fixtures that are shrouded or hooded to direct light on specific areas. For safety’s sake, keep fixtures out of visitor’s paths. Proper placement also gives a more natural look.

A unified lighting design depends on using one major type of lamp, two at the most. You can achieve a wide variety of effects with one or two lamp types; more than that can present a riotous and conflicting lightscape of too many colors and effects.

Recommended Brightness Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lighted Area</th>
<th>Footcandles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building Exteriors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active (pedestrian and/or conveyance)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive (normally locked, less used)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital locations or structures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building surrounds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General lighting</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path, steps, away from structure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backgrounds—fences, walls, trees, shrubbery</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower beds, rock gardens</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees, shrubbery, when highlighted</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal points, large</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal points, small</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-park areas</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendant-parking area</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rugged, all-cast fixtures provide excellent glare control and withstand considerable abuse.